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Interview

– What is your full name?
– Can I see your ID?
– Where are you from?
– Do you work or study?
– What do you do?
– Is there anything you want to change at your work place?
– Let’s talk about shoes.
– Do you like buying shoes?
– What do you prefer, comfortable or fashionable shoes?
– Did you ever buy shoes online?
– What was your experience?

Interview

– What is your full name?
– Can I see your ID?
– Where are you from?
– Do you work or study?
– What do you do?
– Do you like your job?
– Would you like to change it in the future?
– Do you think breakfast is important?
– Why do you think so?
– What do you usually have for breakfast?
– Do you think it is good for you? Why?

1. Talk about a book or novel you recently read. Please tell me:
● Who wrote this
● What it is about
● Explain if you enjoyed reading it and why

2. Describe an important building in your hometown or city. You should say:
● where it is
● what it looks like
● what it is used for
● and explain why you think it is important.

3. Describe a traditional product in your country. You should say:
● what the product is
● when you tried this product for the first time
● what it is made of



● and explain how you feel about it.
4. Describe an important lake/river in your country. Please tell me:

● where it is located
● how big/long it is
● what it looks like
● explain why it is important

5. Describe a garden or park you enjoyed visiting. You should say:
● where it was
● what it looked like
● what you did (or, were doing) there
● and explain why you liked it.

Discussion

– How did you feel about it later?
– Do you consider archaeology an important science? Why?
– What would be the items associated with our generation? Why?
– Should artifacts be kept in the museums of the country they belong to?
– Why do you think so?
– What do you think about people that like to collect different items?
– Why do they do it, in your opinion?
– Do you collect anything? Why?
– How can people collect items?
– Where can they find interesting things for their collection?

Discussion

– Let’s talk about different personalities.
– Can you judge someone’s personality according to their clothing?
– Can you develop your own personality?
– Is it an easy task for you? Why?
– Can you give suggestions to others?
– How does a child build his/her personality?
– How can parents encourage this process?

Discussion

– What are main differences between places to visit and to live in?
– Why are people different in different parts of the same country?
– Is living in big cities different from living in the countryside?
– Is being well organised important for a big city?



– Don’t you think that extremely well organised cities are somehow boring?
– How is that related to city planning?


